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Límite Cilíndrico is a modular element with length of 100 cm, 
designed for use in delimiting flowerbeds and garden areas, and 
for separating pedestrian areas from areas with traffic and delimi-
ting car park spaces. The separation between the cylinders favours 
water drainage and permits subtle changes in alignment or level.

Concrete |  Modular  |     100 cm  |    120 kg   
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CILÍNDRICO
Origin

Cylindrical sections that appear to 
float, concealing the generatrix of 
union with the base. 

Design 

In geometrical terms, it comprises 
a trapezoidal base that is recessed 
flush with the paving, from which 
emerges a cylindrical body with a 
diameter of 18 cm and a length that 
is shorter than the base. This di-
fference not only favours drainage, 
it generates an open joint of 4 cm 
between cylinders, which permit 
the absorption of small changes in 
alignment or slope, without causing 
geometric conflicts.

Material

Moulded concrete reinforced with 
stainless steel. With a granite grey, 
rough, etched, water-repellent fini-
sh. 

Installation

Recessed in the paving 12 cm below 
ground level. 
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1. Mobility
CILÍNDRICO

Límite Cilíndrico 100

Dimensions 100 (96) x 26 x 32 (20) cm

Weight 120 kg

1.1 General features

Material      Reinforced recycled concrete Fixing Empotrado

Finish  Etched and waterproofed

Colours

GR. Grey NG. Black

1.2 Installation system

Hoisting
(P=120 kg)
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CILÍNDRICO
1.3 Geometry

Cilíndrico 100

Agregaciones



CILÍNDRICO

 Warranty  

5 years in all its components.

The names, trademarks and industrial models of the pro-
ducts have been logged in the corresponding registers. 
The technical information provided by Escofet about its 
products can be modified without prior notice.
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